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Welcome to Summer
The indigenous people of Australia have a ritual called Dadirri which means inner
listening. It requires separating from the distraction of fast-track life and slowing
down to nature so that something new can be heard more deeply, even in troubled
times. This ancient practice is needed now as we struggle on with Covid–19 and the
terror, loss and ennui the virus brings. It particularly calls for speaking and open
listening as we try to hear through the excruciating death of George Floyd and the
changes which his unchosen sacrifice transitions us into receiving.
Nicky Marshall, our Training Director, writes about the move of the training online.
We also hear from Graduates running the Dream Matrix and the Graduate Reps write
about their delivery of an imaginative Soul Garden visit. There is a write up of the
April Grief Cafe, one of the two evenings facilitated by Re-Vision providing a
community time to reflect on losses and gains of Corona time. Most importantly, we
can read about the Black Life Matters evening where many of us found the courage to
speak out, challenge and respond.
Our newly launched Mentor Scheme offers help for those setting up in private
practice, and we look forward to the virtual visit of our Patron Thomas Moore who
comes to be with the community to talk about Liminality: An Opportunity for Magic.

Thanks to Deb Lyttleton for her article on the poet Mary Oliver in the Spring Acorn.
Deb’s name was not included, so we want to give credit now for this excellent
contribution.
Warm wishes to all
Mary
Mary Smail
Community Coordinator
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The first Black Lives Matter Re-Vision community reflective space
took place on Friday 12th June
The space was created in response to the murder of George Floyd in America on 25th May and the
responses around the world by Black Lives Matter activists and thousands of others. There’s been a
collective coming together in protest, rage, despair and demand for action. The Earth seems to
have cracked open and the poison of centuries of racism is leaching out.

This poem
was sung and read
by
Mario Jerome:
How long
Howl long
Has the evening train
Been gone
Baby how long
Baby how long
How long blues.
(sung)
‘I can’t breathe
He said
My veins, muscles
bones.
Ached, froze
Hearing it,
Having heard
It before.
Fearful now
Feeling an
Old
danger
Speaking these words.
Black lives matter,
Do black lives
Matter?
The undertow
Of my heart
Searches,
scraps
not to self-distance,
To trust
That
We are in this
Together

It feels as if the crack in the Earth has also splintered something at Re-Vision to allow a new
opening: systemic and institutionalised racism is
also present in our community.

Even
For a while,
Even for this
Moment,
Transcendent
That this
Wounding,
This
Violence,
This suffering
Isn’t just
Mine alone
That
You are
Willing
To
Hold
It
With
Me
To share
In the
Brokenness
Of our humanity.
That I am not mad,
Deranged
Mentally ill.
That I am not
A dark stranger
On this suffering
Earth.

A large gathering came together to reflect on
how racism and white privilege manifest in our
organisation and in each of us. Many people
spoke openly, loudly, quietly, hesitatingly, boldly, with rage, with shame; all with honesty.
There were memories of training at Re-Vision,
feelings of how it had been to experience racism, to witness it, to speak and to not speak.
There were regrets and disappointments, acknowledgment of times when individuals and
groups remained silent, relief at speaking now;
wondering why now, wondering why not before
now. Some named the desire to speak up and
be willing to get it wrong, to risk it being messy.
Almost everyone who spoke named the qualities of the training at Re-Vision that had
brought them here; the gifts received made this
painful conversation about suffering possible.

That you are
Willing
To
Come home
To
Return
To all
That
Is disowned
On this tiny
Blue
Planet.

The evening was powerful, moving and necessary. A show of hands looked like everyone
wanted to continue this process and so we’re
planning a monthly conversation as a community. We warmly invite everyone who would like
to be part of this descent into the soul of ReVision to attend.

How long blues.

The next reflective space will be on Wednesday 8th July from 6.30 to 8.30pm.
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I’ve been waiting
I’ve been waiting
For you (Nick Cave, sung)
When we had
A meeting
How to hold
This reflection
Space
On Black lives Matter
The word anchor
Came up.
You know the word ,
I know the word
I still looked it up.
A heavy metal,
Shaped like a cross
With curved arms,
Dropped from a boat
To prevent it
From moving.
Hah familiar
Boat archetype.
My thoughts
Went to,
Are we in the same boat?
Or
Has it
become
an immovable tanker
That can’t be
Turned?
Then a wilder
Innocent
Thought
Came
With
A mad question

Are you willing
Am I willing
Are we willing
To en vision
an imaginary humanity ?
An imaginary Humanness ?
To a descent
To the world of black survival
Trauma
Body
From witch
A wind has come
From terrible violence
On
The black body,
The black psyche
To waft
And shine
A small light
On
the
Discomfort
The myths
The awkwardness
The
Forgetting
Remembering
Remorse
Shame
Contempt
Complicity
Connivance
And
Fears
Between
Us
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While we
Bail
With frozen hands
Fingers
Hearts
The
Blood
Brine
Bile
Vomit
Rage
Despair
Grief
In this boat
So you
Can see me.
So I can
See you.
I’ve been waiting
For you.
Mario Jerome

“In a dark time, the eye begins to see …”
Since the last edition of Acorn was written in the early days of lockdown the world and all of us in it
have been challenged to look again at so many aspects of our society – we have re-visioned those
deemed low skilled into essential workers, we have done the impossible and stopped the consumption
and the flying and the manic rushing, clapped for NHS staff instead of celebrities, become local instead
of international. We have been forcefully and inescapably reminded of Indra’s net, and of the wings of
the butterfly in the rainforest that vibrate around the world.
And then there was the killing of yet another black man by the police, the murder of George Floyd,
whose heart-breaking final words have also echoed around the globe, challenging many of us to look
again at our privilege, at the systemic oppression of people of colour, the whitewashed legacies of colonialism in the UK and so much more. In addition to the community meeting that others write about
in this edition, the painful conversations that we as an organisation must engage in have been taking
place – with trustees, in staff meetings and management meetings. These conversations will go on.
And in addition to talking we are identifying concrete actions that we as a staff team can and will take –
committing to reading and discussing sources of information to assist in crafting a more inclusive training, keeping BLM on our agenda, looking at our recruitment practices, critiquing our curriculum and
core ideas such as individuation, expanding our thinking on trauma to specifically include models that
address transgenerational, post-slavery and post-colonial trauma.
Above all we are committing to go on sitting in the fire of discomfort, grief and shame, staying open to
hear what needs to be said, so as to keep all that is of value and is worthwhile in our training and our
work, but to expand it to be more inclusive and mindful of the history out of which our profession has
grown, and at whose cost that has so often been.
Nicky Marshall, Training Director

Statement from the Trustees
The murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis is a profoundly shocking event and it is too easy, especially if
you are a white person, to express a general sense of outrage and to vow "things must change".
But nothing will change unless we individually and as a community recognise and own the problem which exists here in the UK as well as in the US - and take responsibility for bringing about change.
We must take the initiative and face up to truths about racism and white privilege in our society which
are uncomfortable if we are white. Above all we must no longer be silent, even when that risks getting it
wrong, whether with colleagues, trainees or clients. We must bring the issues into the open and be prepared to challenge racist attitudes in ourselves, our community and our society wherever we encounter
them.
The trustees recognise the pervasiveness of white privilege and want to make real our refusal to tolerate
any form of racist or discriminatory behaviour. At Re-Vision, we seek to be a community that is open to
expressing the anger and hurt that people feel and helping us all to heal. It won't be easy or comfortable
but as a trustee group we are committed to supporting the Re-Vision community as we challenge white
privilege in ourselves and others and find ways - together - to play our part in moving our society to a
better place.

Re-Vision Trustees
Dave Williams, Chair
Susan Hird
Juliet Lazarus
Elena Lokteva
Fiona Start
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FUTURE EVENTS
As this edition of Acorn clearly shows, there is lots of life around the community in these days of Corona,
and Black Life Matters focus. Over the next months we will be offering:

CPD and further training

Community Events

SOUL ONLINE
A series of online meetings for transpersonal therapists exploring 'soul resources' which can be used online when
working with other people. Thomas Moore will open and
close this series, and the Re-Vision staff team will facilitate
other evenings.
Details and dates to be announced.

LIMINALITY:
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MAGIC
An online talk from our Patron, Thomas Moore.
Thursday 9 July 2020 7.00 to 8.15
There are still a few late places available on this if you email marys@revision.org

TAKING PSYCHOTHERAPY OUTDOORS
With Mary-Jayne Rust
We are already running two iterations of this four-session
on-line training and hope to offer it again in the autumn to
graduates and stage 3 and 4 students. Watch out for an
email.
LOVING AND LOSING - GRIEF IN A TIME OF CLIMATE
EMERGENCY
We are pleased to say that this CPD weekend 11-14th September will still run, subject to any sudden Covid-19 restrictions being re-imposed. The venue, Trealy Farm, allows
us to run with suitable safety measures.
The course will now be facilitated by Nicky Marshall and
Ruth Tudor. Nicky is Training Director at Re-Vision and Ruth
is a registered psychotherapist and qualified and experienced Equine Facilitated Therapist. She owns and runs
Trealy Farm.
Further information and and updated booking details will
follow shortly, but if you are interested save the dates of
this opportunity for in-person CPD in a beautiful venue and
in the company of the Trealy horses.
SUPERVISION WITH SOUL
For experienced therapists, this training brings together the
professional standards of good supervision with the depth
and quality of a transpersonal perspective that honours the
life of the soul. Eight weekends between January and October 2021.
See http://www.re-vision.org.uk/supervision-training/
POST-DIPLOMA PSYCHOTHERAPY AT RE-VISION
If you are a counselling graduate considering this year’s
stage 4, the closing date of 6th August is rapidly approaching. Contact Melissa@re-vision.org.uk for details of the
course and how to apply.
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BLACK LIVES MATTER
MONTHLY GROUP
Anthea Benjamin, Deb Berger, Mario
Jerome, Jane Weinberg
Re-Vision community reflective space
Wednesday 8 July from 6.30 to 8.30
pm. A second space to continue the
conversation, welcome to everyone
who attended the first and anyone
within the Re-Vision community who
didn't. These will be held monthly.
COMMUNITY CAFÉ EVENT
14 October 2020
A time for the community to meet,
chat and eat cake together. Past Café
events have been looked at death, bereavement and the loss and grief
which Coronavirus has brought.
Facilitated by Nicky Marshall and Mary
Smail
RE-VISION COMMUNITY FORUM
16 November 2020 6.00 to 8.00pm
A community meeting of Stage 1 to 4
students, staff, graduates, Intro Team,
Low Cost counselling service and Trustees to check in with the Re-Vision
community. These meetings happen
quarterly, and everyone is welcome.
Facilitated by Mary Smail, Community
Coordinator

Re-Visioning a Training in an Uncertain World.
‘Re-Vision’ as we all know means ‘to look again’, and Re-Vision itself was born out of the ‘looking again’
done by Chris and Ewa Robertson when they founded the organisation 32 years ago. Since then, I very
much doubt that so much ‘re-visioning’ has been done in such a short space of time as has been going
on in the past few months. From the decision to cease working in the room on 16th March to this
point three months later, we have moved all four of the current stages on-line. We have gone from
‘summer school will be impossible’ to a shorter, but meaningful event for each stage group, and are, at
the prompting of the students, thinking about how we might still incorporate a community space/
event. 16 of the 18 supervision course participants, after a period of waiting to see what might happen, have elected to complete the year on-line and have had 2 of the 5 on-line weekends so far.

We have gone from ‘do we wait until 2021 to start the new academic year?’ to ‘no, we can do it online’ and have a plan to switch back to in person training when that becomes possible. From ‘there’s
no way we can do Transitions on-line’ to a shortened but meaningful offer that will give 72 people the
chance to participate in 6 groups of 12, and we have waiting lists.
Thanks to the willingness of the stage 1 team we are offering two stage 1 options, the weekend format
and a weekday option that will run on Tuesdays. This will allow up to 30 people in total to participate
and we are so inundated with interest that we have closed the applications procedure for the 20-21
academic year, rather than interview too many people with no chance of having a place to offer them.
The introductory events team have offered open evenings and a Heart and Soul day on-line. There
have been a number of community events on-line, over 100 people have asked to attend the Thomas
Moore evening and a CPD event with Mary-Jayne Rust intending aimed at supporting practitioners
thinking of working outdoors sold out in 3 days.
Huge thanks and appreciation to all of the staff, trainers and administrators, who have been involved in
this mammoth undertaking. As I have written elsewhere, we continue the work of re-visioning the
training to be more inclusive to all in our society, and for now – we are evolving to meet the challenges
of this uncertain world, maintaining our ethos with heart, soul and passion for what our organisation
has to offer, on-line or in-the-room.
Nicky Marshall, Training Director

Training on line
“It’s a disembodied time and we all live in small boxes on screen these days, but this photo (or screenshot) makes me smile. It reminds
me of what it feels like to be in the
Re-Vision training room when we all
sat next to each other in a circle,
dancing, drawings and doing rituals
together. It also reminded me of the
picnic in Queens’s Park on a sunny
June weekend last year. I feel a lot
of sadness and grief about not being
able to have the summer school
with this special group, but I will
continue to hold the hope that we
will meet again soon.“
Beibei Mu of Stage 3
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ZOOM
This is how the sky looked
When I was a child.
So clear, so blue,
leaves uncurling
lime sherbert
perfectly pleated,
stretching in the sun,
Abundance of violets
and a pigeon endlessly flapping
Back and forth
Building its nest.
Then the work call, that screen,
Connected and not connected,
Spilling out
The sense of disjuncture,
Of the abyss
Between yesterday’s world
And the prickling scalp, the
dread,
The miasma of something bad
Hovering
Wherever there is sky.
Zoom
Out of control
Wobbling on the tightrope
Look Ma, no hands.
Annie Tunnicliffe
(Spring 2020)

CONGRATULATIONS
TO SARAH VAN GOGH, Re-Vision’s
Stage 1 Co-ordinator and trainer.
Sarah has been made a Fellow of the
National Counselling Society in May, in
recognition of a significant contribution
to the profession through publication,
clinical work and teaching. We celebrate with her!

Changes in the ‘virtual’ office
Farewell to Antigony and hello to Mel
Some time ago we realised we needed more resources in the office and advertised for a new part-time administrator. The closing
date was in March, and we found ourselves in the strange position
of trying to manage the change-over to working remotely at the
same time as interviewing for a new member of staff by Zoom.
We had a great field to choose from but found Melissa Webber to
be a perfect fit. The plan was always that she’d take primary responsibility for some of the core training administration from Antigony so the two of them have been spending a lot of Zoom time
on induction, and current students will be aware that they are now
hearing from Mel. And over this period Antigony Langley realised
that the time had come for her to move to the next phase of her
own journey. Below you can see a goodbye from her and a hello
from Mel.
And we need to say a big thank you to Tara Mann who, living
close to the office, has been the only member of staff regularly
coming into Brondesbury Road. She continues to hold the bulk of
the rest of the admin—introductory events, transitions, CPD from
short courses to supervision training, issues to do with the building
and supporting all the staff in numerous ways —as well as home
schooling a 7 year old during lockdown. So much respect and
thanks to her.
Jo van den Broek, Business Director
Antigony writes:
"After almost 7 years, the time has come for me to say goodbye to
Re-Vision. I’ve been a psychotherapist with a part-time private practice for a number of years, however this year it's felt like the right
time to make more space for my client work which has meant that I
need to let go of my role at Re-Vision. I’ve really enjoyed working
here and it’s been great to support an organisation with a spirit and
ethos that aligns with my own values. In return, I’m grateful for all
the support I’ve had over the years from staff and students alike.
I’m leaving the role in the safe hands of Mel Webber, who I know
will be a wonderful addition to the team. I’m going to miss everyone
and wish you all well for the future. Love, Antigony"
Mel writes:
“I have a BA in Philosophy and 15 years of experience in training and project administration
in different organisations, including the BBC
World Service. I’m studying to become a humanistic integrative counsellor, which is fascinating, enjoyable and challenging in equal
measures! I look forward to using my skills
and love of organisation to support Re-Vision
in its vision of aiding transformation in troubled times, which is something I am is deeply
passionate about following my own lifechanging journey in personal therapy.”
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Mentors
Following on from a Stage 3 request brought to a Re-Vision Community Forum earlier this year, we asked
graduates if they would be willing to offer mentoring to students/newly trained graduates needing support with setting up private practice. Three mentors have come forward and we want to introduce them
now so that you know they are there.
Mentoring is neither therapy or supervision. It is more of a befriending opportunity. We thank Keith,
Müge and Charlene for being the pioneers. If you would like to be added to their company please contact
marys@re-vision.org.uk
Keith Barber
I’ve been in private practice since graduating in 2003. It’s something I love. But it
took a long time and many false dawns before I had a practice that would support
me. And there were times when I would have loved to be able to pick up the phone
or meet up for a coffee and talk over what was happening, sometimes just complain
about the slog and slow progress.
Private practice can be lonely at times, even more so while we’re under-employed,
waiting for the phone to ring. I’d be pleased to offer my experience and a listening
ear to anyone who’s on that journey. I can often fit a brief chat within a normal day,
but we may need to arrange longer sessions in advance. Don’t hesitate to get in
touch.
Best contact by email, therapist@keith.barber.name.
8586 7513, leave a voicemail.

Alternatively by phone 020

Müge Erdogmus Turnbull
Müge is a Re-Vision trained psychotherapist as well as a registered dramatherapist. Her areas of therapeutic interest include body & movement, realm of myth
and poetry, creative depth work with a relational focus. She has worked with children and young people extensively, and is currently in private practice working
with adults.
She has a keen interest in group work and regularly facilitates therapeutic groups
both in English and Turkish. Originally from Istanbul, she currently lives in north
London with her husband and their very special Persian cat Coconut.
Email mugeerdogmus@yahoo.com 07850 866430
Charlene Taylor
Graduated from counselling training in 2008. Specialising in addiction & dual diagnosis. I also have substantial experience of working within forensic healthcare and ran
a small London based private practice for over 7 years. Training in EMDR and special
interest in trauma. Interests include live music, dancing, walking in South Downs,
beach walking and watching rugby especially Wales. I am available as a mentor Friday day times and most evenings to be arranged with mentee.
My email is therapysussex@gmail.com and my mobile is 07738 673726
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Re-Vision Grief Cafes
Re-Vision has hosted two online Grief Cafes offering a space for the community to come and share
thoughts and feelings about the days of Corona, the things we have lost through the virus and what we
are learning in these days of lockdown and re-frame. The first café was in April and Louise Brown from
stage 3 writes about this:
‘There we sat, 35 of us, in our little zoom boxes, with our cake,
candles and tea. Mary and Nicky read us poetry and we shared in
groups our feelings of grief and loss in this corona-time, our hopes
and fears, even our contentedness and peace. All of it felt welcome here. Sarah Van Gogh taught me this year that in working
with trauma, therapeutic work can restore a sense of control, connection and meaning. For me, living on my own in lockdown, connecting with the Re-Vision community during this time of collective and personal trauma was deeply nourishing. I valued the opportunity to share with others where we are at with it all, a shared
process of meaning making in these troubled times. And as for
control, aside from needing to surrender any illusion of it of course, the grief café felt like a toe on dry
land, an opportunity to pause and reflect, while we are all very much at sea. ’
Louise Brown, stage 3
A second café was held in June. Both events have been co-hosted by Nicky Marshall and Mary Smail.
There will be a third café event later in the year on 14 October 2020.
BOOK REVIEW SLOT
For the next few editions of ACORN, we are asking people to suggest three books they have recently enjoyed. Grant P from Stage 2 has made the first offer and here are his suggestions and comments.
Thank you Grant.
Walk Through Walls: A Memoir
by Marina Abramovic
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Walk-Through-Walls-Marina-Abramovic/dp/0241974526/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=1QJ0CM1RXSFDD&keywords=marina+abramovic&qid=1582471810&sprefix=marina%2Caps%2C153&sr=8-1

This book tells the story of how Marina grew up in privileged (because of her high ranking communist parents)
70's Belgrade. And her journey, via Amsterdam, to become a famous New York performance artist. It peaks
with her seminal work: The artist is present (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6Qj__s8mNU) It's also a
story that talks about the value and role of intuition.
Under Saturn's shadow: by James Hollis
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Under-Saturns-Shadow-Wounding-Psychology/dp/0919123643/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=1FC0TQH9XCQXI&keywords=under+saturns+shadow&qid=1582472874&sprefix=under+sat%2Caps%2C153&sr=8-1

I love Hollis's books and this is one of my favourites (The Middle Passage was particularly significant for me).
He's a Jungian analyst, therefore, he explores the Saturnian theme through myth, archetype and story. How
men often grow up incomplete, suffering from sadness and melancholia. He sums it up as "father hunger." Yet,
he also outlines practical steps can be taken to heal. Interestingly, it is also a great book for women to read to
understand men (it was given to me by a woman). You could retitle it: Everything you'd like to know about
men but were afraid to ask.
Natives: Race and Class in the Ruins of Empire: by Akala
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Natives-Class-Empire-Sunday-Bestseller/dp/1473661234

Award-winning hip-hop artist, writer and social entrepreneur, Akala ties together the themes of race, class and
colonialism. Being Jamaican and Scottish he has a nuanced take on the intersection of those elements. How
the definitions become significant and the effects they have on groups as well as individuals. It could almost be
read it as a battle cry to young working-class men to start reading.
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Anthropocene- A song of Caveat and Hope
By Kei Iino
As the calving of the ice
plummets into the rising seas
There lies dormant in the permafrost
Perhaps something more deadly than Covid19

A thought
Shared by Lynda Robson
Stage 5

Our infractions and exploitations of the natural habitat
has caused the loss of wildlife
We may have unintentionally
Unleashed more zoonotic dis-ease
Upsetting Mother nature’s auto- immunity
Which is encoded within
Gaia the goddess of the earth
Nature’s defence mechanism to protect
Her biosphere of which she has sovereignty

I have noticed a change…

As our leaders blind again to their own hubris;
Call it out as an act of war
In case we shall not learn from this
Are we declaring an un-triumphable
Repetition- compulsion nightmare beyond the tipping point?
No, not unless we collectively remember
That we too are mother nature’s lost children, the tribe of
Homo sapiens
Long ago she has taught us we can thrive through coexistence
Alongside as part of nature we learned to live courageously,
And we can still evolve much further
To raise all from levels of mere subsistence
With love, kindness and compassion
To rebuild again economically
An environmental and socially just society
That has got to be our main mission
This revolution has quietly begun
A visionary plan devised by Kate Raworth a don
From the university of Oxford, an economist is she
The framework is contained within a Doughnut you shall see
The environmental ceiling boundaried by the outer circle
To keep track of Earth’s life supporting systems
So as to not to deplete the precious resources
whom we share in all our fate
And enshrined within the doughnut’s inner circle
The social foundation that is designed
To keep accountability to not shortfall
The social equity for all its denizens
And Amsterdam is the first city to adopt this new economy
For her post-Covid19 recovery

This is a new map to sustainable living, a rich alternative
To the upward unsustainable growth trajectory
That measures the GDP as if earth were a factory
To create a new paradigm for our planet
Dare we dream a new myth for the age of the Anthropocene?
Now that the might of a novel Corona V.
Has finally stopped us in our tracks
Can we stop the calving of the ice
Plummeting into the rising
sea?
As there lies dormant in the
permafrost
Perhaps something far deadlier than Covid19
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“I am learning to see. I don’t know why
it is, but everything enters me more
deeply and doesn’t stop where it once
used to. I have an interior that I
never knew of. Everything passes into it
now. I don’t know what happens
there.”
Rainer Maria Rilke,
The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge:
A Novel

Graduate Corner
Graduate Meeting at the Soul Garden
Ten of us met on a warm May evening, for our first virtual graduates meeting, held by myself as the
psychotherapy graduate rep and Elena Cengher-Tedstone, the counselling graduate rep.
It felt significant that we were able to meet each other in this way, as we all have been apprenticing in
creating soulful (or not so soulful!) Zoom rooms in the last few months. Some of us knew each other,
and some of us were meeting for the first time; what struck me was how quickly we sank into a deeper
soul place, acknowledging this liminal space we are in. A threshold where the old way is no longer
there, and the new is yet to be born. The being with the not knowing, the “waiting without hope” place
that tastes like the underworld, where the potential and the grief hold hands.
After allowing our imaginations to guide us into a reflection to meet a messenger being, we then each
shared what needed to be spoken. I made notes of the following precious soul images/words, and sharing with you with the permission of everyone who attended:
“a crow, a raven, Skeleton Queen, speaking the truth, being with what is, terror, grief, being with the
unknown, grounding, black cat, giving structure, fear, Hermes, opportunity, being handed a blank canvas, being the truth speaker, connection & grief, craving touch, the mossy, leafy tree, sense of belonging, death certificate, crying with clients, different kind of intimacy and tenderness, red lady bird, reclaiming old self, a new consciousness”
I feel these words carry something powerful of the essence
of what has emerged, and I feel moved to share them with
you. Our meeting felt like a precious opportunity to create
community, to share, to be heard and be with the depth
messengers. We are very much hoping to return to the Soul
Garden.
Müge Erdogmus Turnbull
Psychotherapy Graduate Representative

Re-Vision Graduate Corner on Facebook

Graduate Advertising in Acorn

Our Facebook group for Re-Vision graduates only has 80 members
now and a lot of soulful activity and offerings from our graduate
community.

Grads wishing to advertise in
ACORN may have a 30 word advert and link included for a small
donation to the bursary fund.

If you are a recent or a not so recent graduate of either the Counselling or Psychotherapy training do join us. It is so simple:
•
On Facebook, search for Re-Vision’s Graduate Corner
•
When found, click on “Join group”
•
You will be asked when did you graduate and which of the
trainings and as soon as you confirm that you will be added to the
group.
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Bank transfer via: Co-operative
Bank, 08-92-99
Account name: Revision Ltd;
a/c no: 65301472;
Please put your name and
‘Acorn’ in as a reference to the
payment.

Social Dreaming Matrix on Zoom
Having to stay at home and not see people in response to the covid-19 pandemic has brought a
sense of isolation and loneliness for many on the one
hand, but has also motivated a seeking out of connection and new forms of community-building online
on the other. Many of us are meeting in groups in
virtual space, sharing our alone-nesses together in
different ways. The tenderness and urgency of this
need to reach out and feel part of something ‘more
than me’ has created opportunities for being in touch
in new ways. Before coronavirus, I never imagined
such a thing as a virtual Social Dreaming Matrix could
exist, nor that it could work so well. Dylan and I have
facilitated three such sessions for graduates and
trainers (past and present) of Re-Vision now, and
they are proving very popular and powerful. We
called them Ministry, named after a beautiful song by
Karen O and Danger Mouse: "Day by day, I'll make
my dreams / A ministry, a ministry, a ministry of her
love". Our intention is to both minster to the dreams,
and to receive in turn their ministerial communications.

themes that have emerged from in the matrix. After
that we meet back together as a larger group to carry
on this weaving of our collective dream. We end with
another short ritual and step out into the day ahead.
Zoom presents both obstacles and opportunities for
this space. We are currently experimenting with an
imaginal ‘altar', and inviting dreamers to bring an
object (physical or not) to place upon it at the beginning of the session, and to take away at the end.

We were inspired by Nuala Flynn’s holding of the Social Dreaming Matrix at every winter residential and
at other events, and we hope she would approve of
and support the evolution of this work going online
in these strange times we are now in. The images,
themes and emotions of the dreams do seem very
much to reflect our collective movements through
these difficult times, both articulating the challenges
and also offering redemptive suggestions. The global
pandemic, the climate and ecological crises, social
inequalities, injustices and abuses of power, personal
and collective losses, grief, terror, and rage as well as
hopeful visions for ways forwards, have found their
place in the Matrix, along with a multitude of other
themes, and endless layers of meaning. We want to
The idea is simple: We meet on zoom, early in the honour and respect the dreams in their own right,
morning (close to that space between sleeping and both as personal and as collective messengers which
waking up fully). We open with a short ritual, cross- we make space to receive with humility and awe.
ing the threshold into the sacred temenos of the matrix. Then we switch off our cameras (leaving the au- I have found the experience so far immensely healdio on) to help the attention to go inside, we get ing, bringing me together with the Re-Vision ’tribe’ at
comfortable, and we listen to what dreams may a deep level. If you are a graduate or have been a
come. The dreams are spoken succinctly, with pauses trainer at Re-Vision, please feel warmly invited to
in between, for around 40 minutes. A bell is rung and come along to an online Social Dreaming Matrix with
we gently emerge from the matrix and switch our us soon. You, and your dreams, will be very welcome.
cameras back on. We then meet in small groups of
Yasmin Kapadia
three of four (‘breakout rooms’) to discuss any

Acorn is the regular newsletter for all students, graduates and the whole of the Re-Vision
community. It is published at least once a term (sometimes twice!)
and welcomes contributions from all.

Copy date for contributions, poems, articles, ads for the next edition
is 15 October 2020
Please send to jo@re-vision.org.uk or marys@re-vision.org.uk
Contributions in Acorn are the views of the writer named and not necessarily those of Re-Vision.
Re-Vision reserves the right to select material for each edition and submitting copy does not guarantee publication
Photo credits: Photos are staff or students’ own;
Re-Vision is a non-profit educational charity no. 1068739 and company no. 2789040 registered in England
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